Happy New Year! We know the holidays often lead to overindulgence and January becomes the month to reset. Maybe it’s time to make one more resolution that’s easy to keep. Find one new interesting research paper to read every two months. Don’t forget to give your brain a workout, too. We’ll make it easy with a summary of all of the citations that have been added to the Knowledge Repository, including links to the source publication. There are nearly 70 new additions included in this "Snap” to round out 2017.

For starters, you might want to take a look at some of the new outpatient resources - the open access systematic review of best practices for integrating computerized systems into the exam room by Patel, et al. in the Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association or the open access paper looking at the design placebo effect by Rehn & Schuster. Log in, and bookmark the citations in the Knowledge Repository that interest you so you can go back and reference them at any time. Happy reading!
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